OUR MOBILE APP EXPERTISE

BOSCO SMO

ADVANCING BEYOND YOUR
EXPECTATIONS

Java

Kotlin
React Native

RxJava

Firebase

Espresso

Crashlytics

Fastlane

Stackoverflow

Android Studio

TestFlight

XCTest

Amplitude
Flutter

Swift

Fastlane

TestFlight

Segment

RxSwift

Stackoverflow
XCode

JavaScript

CSS3

React Native

HTML5

Stackoverflow

Webpack

D3.js

Handlebars

Stackoverflow

Website: https://boscosmo.org
Email: StJohnBosco@boscosmo.org
Call Us Today! (808) 943-7088
BOSCOSMO - Catholic Marketing and Programming
Talent Trained by the Salesians of St. John Bosco
Ready To Assist You! Ready To Help You Grow!

OUR MOBILE APP EXPERTISE
BOSCO SMO

ADVANCING BEYOND YOUR
EXPECTATIONS

Node.Js
Java Spring

Stackoverflow

BackEnd
Ruby on Rails

MongoDB

MySQL

Elasticsearch

PostgreSQL

AWS Cloud

Stackoverflow

Jenkins
Ansible

Travis

Nginx

Infrastructure
Google Cloud

Redis

Github

Terraform

Website: https://boscosmo.org
Email: StJohnBosco@boscosmo.org
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BOSCO SMO

THE WAY WE WORK
TO HELP YOU SUCCEED

PRODUCT
MINDSET

AGILE
APPROACH
An iterative
approach to
achieve the best
results

We treat your
products like our
own

FULL
TRANSPARENCY
Full transparency
over the
development
process

ADVANCING
BEYOND YOUR
EXPECTATIONS

DEEP TECH
EXPERTISE
We possess the
best engineering
practices in our
core.

SMOOTH
COMMUNICATION

DATA AND
IP PROTECTION

Direct chat with
team members in
fluent English

High security
standards,
GDPR compliance
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OUR
CLIENTS

“THE APP....”

It is evaluation program designed to track brain activity and
OptiBrain
patterns in your brain while you are performing different
tasks. Itto
usestrack
the brainbrain
sensing technology
of and
the muse
It is evaluation program designed
activity
headband to collect and save brain data.
Record
yourperforming
brain data during different
activities (resting;
patterns in your brain while you
are
different
critical thinking; before, during and after performance based
and activities; etc.)
and
compare
the patterns in your
tasks. It uses the brain sensingsports
technology
of
the
muse
brain maps.
OptiBrain
headband to collect and save brain.
Discover your “BETTER THAN BEST” brain pattern when
you designed
are performing at
full potential.
It is evaluation program
toyourtrack
brain activity and
patterns
yourduring
brain different
while youactivities
are performing
Record your
brainindata
(resting;different

OUR
CLIENTS

“THE APP....”
The Baby App can be used on your mobile device or
tablet to easily monitor the growth and development of
your baby.
The app also wirelessly connects to your Bluetooth
enabled Baby Scale (Model: ZBB1-BT) to seamlessly save
all of yourbaby’s measurements into the app.
This application is designed to help monitor the growth
and development of your baby. This Application will let
you know how your baby is growing in comparison to the
last measurements and to other babies according to the
W.H.O. (World Health Organization).

“THE APP....”
is for diabetes monitoring. The
patients maintain their day
to day activities.They can get
proper guidance from their
doctors. It helps diabetes to
maintain their health.
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